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An Introduction to Catalyst 

Dear Prospective Applicant:  

At Catalyst, we know that the work we do here matters to 

the world. We approach our mission of improving career 

opportunities and outcomes with urgency and purpose.  

Our program prepares the leader in you who is ready to 

change the world, whether you want to be a practitioner, 

entrepreneur, policymaker, or researcher. Our students 

seek to transform the way people lead their lives; to launch 

revolutionary startups, lead impactful non-profit               

organizations, corporates and governments; to effectively 

use data to inform decision-making in social interventions; 

and to explore the impact of public policies to share just a 

few examples.  

At Catalyst, you will have the chance to be mentored and 

taught by our outstanding mentors. And you’ll join             

passionate students from across the world at leading social 

science institutions in India and abroad. Whichever         

program you choose, you will be surrounded by a highly-

diverse, engaged, and supportive community, dedicated to               

transforming lives through social sciences. 

I hope you will join us.  

 

SAURAVESWAR SEN 

Founder and Chief Mentor 

Catalyst Learning Services 

EXPANDING 

OPPORTUNITIES, 

IMPROVING 

LIVES 

A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER 
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THE LEADERS INDIA NEEDS 

 

Catalyst prepares you for the myriad ways one can make a    

difference in the society today. We train you for entrances,      

interviews and applications for social science courses yes, but 

also lay the stepping stones to become teachers, entrepreneurs,             

policy experts, researchers, and legislators, to name just a few.  

There is no typical Catalyst student — our students are diverse     

in age, background, experience, and academic focus. They are     

beholden not to any ideology but to a fierce desire to discover 

what works in the world. So, who are we looking for? Students 

who want rigorous academics grounded in real-world problems. 

Students or professionals ready to become leaders. Innovators 

looking to improve lives. Passionate people who believe social 

development is the most urgent issue of our time. If that sounds 

like you — and if you’re eager to tackle the most crucial        

questions of our society, to challenge yourself, and to change  

the world — then let’s get started.  
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Why Catalyst? 

OUR LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Students qualify for Bachelors and   

Masters Social Science Courses at       

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, IIT,    

Azim Premji University, IRMA, XISS, 

XUB, London School of Economics and 

Political Science, Sciences Po Paris,    

Columbia University, TERI, JNU, NLSIU, 

Ashoka University, Symbiosis, ACJ, IIMC 

 

Catalyst was established in 2011 with an aim to create               

prospective human service professionals who will enable          

people overcome poverty, deprivation and unemployment.      

Today, the institute keeps the vision alive through extensive 

teaching, research, policy support and field action programs.  

 

Every year by enabling students to successfully qualify the       

Bachelors and Masters Entrance Tests, Interviews of globally    

recognised social science institutions, Catalyst continues to      

produce committed high quality prospective professionals in a 

range of social and human development sectors; health, mental 

health, social epidemiology, clinical psychology, education and 

vocational skill development, human resource management,    

media and cultural studies, rural and urban development,        

livelihoods and social entrepreneurship, climate change, disaster 

management, regulatory governance, focused work on women, 

children, adolescents, youth, aged, disability studies et al. 

A FEW OF OUR 

ACHIEVERS 

Brishti Dutta is a CSR and    
human settlement researcher 
cum practitioner from Catalyst 
Class of 2015 with a Masters 
in Social Work from TISS. 

 

Shivangi Jaiswal is a political 
strategist from Catalyst Class 
of 2017 with a Masters in IR 
from London School of        
Economics and Political       
Science. 

 

Ashna Ghosh from the         
Catalyst Class of 2018 is     
pursuing her Bachelors in   
Social Work from Nirmala   
Niketan. 

 

Souma Sekhar Gangopadhyay  
from the Catalyst Class of 
2017 is a policy researcher 
with Institute of Competitive-
ness India Centre affiliated to 
Harvard   Business School 
after his stint with Andhra 
Pradesh Planning Commission 
and Masters in Public Policy 
and Governance from TISS.  

 

Kusumika Ghosh is a Peace 
Researcher from the Catalyst 
Class of 2016 after her      
Masters in Peace and Conflict 
Studies from TISS. 

 

Pratibha Caleb is an Urban 
Policy Advisor working with 
international organisations 
with a Masters in Urban Policy 
and Governance from TISS 
from the Catalyst Class of 
2013. 

 

KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR ACHIEVERS 

Visit Us at www.catlearnserv.com  

http://www.catlearnserv.com
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Why Catalyst? 

THE CATALYST ADVANTAGE 

Discover a world of opportunity 

 

As an institution offering orientation in inter-disciplinary areas of 

Social Sciences, our curriculum strives to enable our students to 

understand the pulse of society and chart change processes that 

create appropriate solutions to some of the most pressing issues 

of our times; and become skilled social sector professionals      

capable of working with the Government, Judiciary, Corporates, 

and Civil Society. Catalyst is engaged in knowledge creation that is 

fundamental to understanding ways of achieving inclusive        

sustainable development, health, water and sanitation,              

education, skill development, peace building and national         

security.  

 

In the last two decades, social sector programmes have expanded 

without commensurate growth in skilled personnel.                    

Implementation of MGNREGA, NRLM, SAGY, Child protection,  

Elderly care, Tribal development and other central and state    

government programmes require thousands of professionals at 

various levels. Catalyst is uniquely located in the educational 

space to contribute to this process.  

 

RECENT MENTORS 

Sanjay Vasa, verbal ability    
trainer with an experience of 15 
years 

 

Akshay Barik, political strategist 
with I-PAC, Young India Fellow, 
German Chancellor Fellow,              
Globalisation and Labour        
graduate from TISS 

 

Porag Shome, Faculty              
Development Studies, Azim 
Premji University. 

 

Joshita Nag, professional   social 
worker. MSW graduate from 
TISS. 

 

Mohimarnab Biswas,               
Researcher in Cinema Studies at 
JNU. Media and Cultural Studies 
Graduate, TISS. 

 

Kusumika Ghosh, Peace          
Researcher, Calcutta Research 
Group.  

 

Souma Sekhar Gangopadhyay, 
Public Policy Researcher,         
Institute  of Competitiveness  
India Centre affiliated to Harvard 
Business School. 

 

Sharan Banerjee, PhD Graduate 
Student in Economics, Cornell 
University 

 

Saniya Sidhu, professional      
psychotherapist. 

 

KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR MENTORS 

Follow Us at www.facebook.com/CatalystLearningServices 

http://www.facebook.com/CatalystLearningServices
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Why Catalyst? 

THE CATALYST FIELDWORK 

Let exposure convert your                   

application into admission  

 

A key focus of our training curriculum is the emphasis on        

fieldwork for students to gain experience in the working world. 

Our teaching programmes involve a strong field work component 

that interfaces with classroom teaching; where students spend 

substantial time in concurrent field work. They do internships in 

industries, government department, hospitals, schools, custodial 

and protection homes; in rural, tribal and urban contexts working 

with people, institutions and processes. Through this combination 

of classroom teaching and fieldwork, students share and analyse 

knowledge in discussions in the class rooms, meetings and       

conferences; and develop empathy for the people they work 

with.  

Institutions all across the globe are looking for evidences of    

competency in an aspirant’s profile during application screenings 

and personal interviews. In an increasingly competitive world with 

a high demand for hands on skills, relevant field level exposure 

speaks the loudest for the candidate’s credibility of being fit for 

the course that she or he has applied for. 

RECENT FIELDWORK 

Primary Research on Women 
Health and Safety concerns   
during Durga Puja and Diwali in  
Kolkata and Siliguri 

 

Primary Research on Livelihood 
of Street Hawkers during Durga 
Puja and Diwali in Kolkata and 
Siliguri. 

 

Study of public perception on 
female delivery agents in the     
e-commerce industry. 

 

Kolkata Waste Segregation    
Project 

 

“My Budget 2019” video project 

 

‘Millennial Manifesto’ study of 
public perception on voting. 

 

Workshop on Leadership  

 

Social Work orientation. 

 

Data Analysis on Climate 
Change 

 

Data Analysis on International 
Politics 

 

Flash Mob for Human Trafficking 

 

Environmental Studies 

 

E-waste recycling campaign 

 

Shadow Theatre on Child Sexual 
Abuse 

KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR FIELDWORK 

Visit www.nitivichaar.in -  the Student Policy Think Tank of India 

http://www.nitivichaar.in
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Why Catalyst? 

OUR COMMUNITY 

Here to change the world 

 

A close-knit and warm community, the people of Catalyst bring 

remarkably varied perspectives to a shared passion for education. 

Life at Catalyst is dynamic, with dozens of student-driven groups 

and activities, lectures, social outings, and impromptu                

conversations. Accessible faculty and driven yet supportive peers 

make for a transformative experience you’ll draw on for years to 

come.  

Learning from and alongside your peers is a vital part of your    

education. Each class is a unique community — diverse in age, 

experience, interests, and background — that provides a rich and 

collaborative environment.  

You will engage in thoughtful and challenging discussions,    

broaden your perspectives, and make lifelong friends. Many 

alumni say the relationships they built while at Catalyst rank 

among the greatest benefits of their experience. It’s an invaluable 

personal and professional network you can depend on long after 

you graduate with a Bachelors or Masters course or both. 

ENRICHING EXPERIENCE 

 Student organisations 

 Alumni connect 

 Feedback Forums 

 Film Screenings 

 Social Innovation Lab 

 Simulations and Roleplays 

 Student Research 

 Conference participation 

 Teaching and Learning Week 

 Volunteering opportunities 

 Paid internships 

CONNECT WITH AN AMBASSADOR 

Write to us at support@catlearnserv.com to connect with a 

current student or alum 

STUDENT RESOURCES 

 Rich online knowledge repository 

 Career services 

 Learning Management System 

 Communication Training 

 Data Bank for Research 

 Web publishing support 

 WhatsApp Groups  

 Cohort based Google Groups 

mailto:support@catlearnserv.com
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Why Catalyst? 

CATALYST STUDENTS 

Diverse perspectives, shared passion 

The growing number of students graduating from the Social      

Sciences every year is evidence of its unique role in the field of 

higher education today. Catalyst attracts some of the brightest 

students from across XIth & XIIth standards as well as from the 

colleges & universities in India. We have developed cutting-edge 

training techniques with a capacity to equip our students in      

research, field-action, and management; as well as working with 

various groups and institutions. Being an intellectually vibrant, 

diverse, socially conscientious institute, we respond to different 

forms of natural and human made disasters and conflicts through 

our student and faculty. Catalyst emphasises employability, and 

all our students secure admissions into courses that provide them 

with placement through the university prior to graduation. Our 

students work with industries, government ministries / depart-

ments, civil society bodies, research settings, NGOs, and bilateral 

and multilateral organisations. Increasing number of our          

graduates also join All India Civil Services. 

  BE OUR AMBASSADOR 

Email your CV to support@catlearnserv.com  

    Piuli Basu, Catalyst Class of 2019 

     Interests : Gender, Sex, Feminism,          
Patriarchy, Activism 

mailto:support@catlearnserv.com
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               Program Information 

               

                 Catalyst Learning Services 

Bachelors in Social Sciences & Law Preparatory Program (BLSS) 

Bachelors in Social Sciences                

Preparatory Program equips students of      

Class XI-XII and school pass-outs with a        

comprehensive training and capacity building 

to ace the entrance tests, interviews and       

admission applications to the under-graduate 

courses in social sciences and law at the leading         

institutions in India and abroad.  

Keeping in mind that the students in XIth and 

XIIth are already pressed with their study time 

with the pressure of board  examinations, our 

training is delivered in a flexible blended   

learning mode of offline and online support 

ADVISING RESOURCES AND SUPPORT 

As you get trained, you will have at your 

disposal an extensive menu of academic 

advising resources, including faculty and 

administrators, advising events,               

program-specific sessions, and online       

resources. Ultimately, you will be the best 

judge of which courses and opportunities 

make the most sense for your unique      

interests and objectives; we provide the 

support and guidance to help you make the 

most informed decisions.  

What You’ll Learn 

Quantitative Aptitude, Verbal Ability, Logical Reasoning, Data 
Interpretation,  General Awareness, Legal Aptitude, Analytical 
Essay Writing, Core Subject Orientation, Personality              
Development, Interview Training & Comprehensive guidance 
on SOPs, LORs and Scholarship coverage. 

What Sets Us Apart 

Enjoy the freedom to design an interdisciplinary, individualized 
course of study. The comprehensive approach of our training 
helps you to be fit for any and many choices from across India 
and abroad. 

Curriculum Overview 

 Mathematical Foundation for Social Sciences  

 Indian Polity, History, Economy, Geography, Environment 

 Socio-economic, Socio-political and Legal Aptitude 

 Verbal Ability Training 

 Analytical Writing 

 Logical Reasoning 

 SAT-IELTS-TOEFL-CLAT-LSAT Support 

 Application Essay Guidance 

 Institute Specific Practice 

 Exhaustive Computer Based Test Series 

 Comprehensive Lessons and Study Material 

 Interview Training 
 
Fieldwork Overview 
Fieldwork Practicum exposes students to real-time work by 
enhancing their exposure in volunteering-internships with 
NGOs, MNCs, PSUs, project ideation-leadership, social science 
survey-research, participation in seminars and conference that 
add value to their profiles for applications 
 
Course Schedule (till July of your target Year) 

 Program for Class XI and program for Class XII or school 
passout students 

 4—8 offline or online classes per month  

 Compact cohorts of strength 15-20 

 Flexible and balanced schedule with school and board 
exam breaks and extra sessions during holidays  

 
Institute Spectrum (indicative based on our student records) 
TISS, NLSIU, Azim Premji University, IIT Madras, Nirmala   
Niketan, Symbiosis, Delhi University, Presidency University, 
Jadavpur University, Fergusson Pune, Christ University, 
Ambedkar University, King’s College London, Queen’s       
College, University of Tilberg Netherlands, Ivy League USA 

 
 BOOK A FREE OF COST INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH US 

Click the link:  https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg to register for an offline/online session 

https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg
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               Program Information 

               

                 Catalyst Learning Services 

Masters in Social Sciences Preparatory Program (MSS) 

Masters in Social Sciences Preparatory 

Program equips students of UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/

UG-4/UG-5/PG-1/PG-2 or Graduates/Post-

Graduates, Working Professionals with a      

comprehensive training and capacity building  

to ace the entrance tests, interviews and             

admission applications to the post-graduate 

courses in social sciences and law at the       

leading institutions in India and abroad.  

Keeping in mind that all of us are pressed with 

time, our training is delivered in a flexible     

blended learning mode of offline and online 

support 

 

 
ADVISING RESOURCES AND SUPPORT 

As you get trained, you will have at your 

disposal an extensive menu of academic 

advising resources, including faculty and 

administrators, advising events,               

program-specific sessions, and online       

resources. Ultimately, you will be the best 

judge of which courses and opportunities 

make the most sense for your unique      

interests and objectives; we provide the 

support and guidance to help you make the 

most informed decisions.  

What You’ll Learn 

Quantitative Aptitude, Verbal Ability, Logical Reasoning, Data 
Interpretation,  General Awareness, Legal Aptitude, Analytical 
Essay Writing, Core Subject Orientation, Personality              
Development, Interview Training & Comprehensive guidance 
on SOPs, LORs and Scholarship coverage. 

What Sets Us Apart 

Enjoy the freedom to design an interdisciplinary, individualized 
course of study. The comprehensive approach of our training 
helps you to be fit for any and many choices from across India 
and abroad. 

Curriculum Overview 

 Mathematical Foundation for Social Sciences  

 Socio-political and socio-economic awareness 

 Legal Aptitude 

 Verbal Ability Training 

 Analytical Writing 

 Logical Reasoning 

 GRE-IELTS-TOEFL-GMAT-UPSC Prelims Support 

 Application Essay Guidance 

 Institute Specific Practice 

 Exhaustive Computer Based Test Series 

 Comprehensive Lessons and Study Material 

 Interview Training 
 
Fieldwork Overview 
Fieldwork Practicum exposes students to real-time work by 
enhancing their exposure in volunteering-internships with 
NGOs, MNCs, PSUs, project ideation-leadership, social science 
survey-research, participation in seminars and conference that 
add value to their profiles for applications 
 
Course Schedule (till July of your target Year) 

 Program for UG-1/UG-2/UG-2/UG-3/UG-4/UG/-5/PG-1/
PG-2/Graduates/Post-graduates/Working Professional 

 4—8 offline or online classes per month  

 Compact cohorts of strength 15-20 

 Flexible and balanced schedule with weekend and        
evening sessions and extra sessions during holidays  

 
Institute Spectrum (indicative based on our student records) 
TISS, JNU, TERI, NLSIU, Azim Premji University, IIT, Nirmala 
Niketan, Symbiosis, Delhi University, London School of Eco-
nomics and Political Science, Sciences Po Paris,  Christ Univer-
sity, Ambedkar University, King’s College London,  Oxford         
University, University of Tilberg Netherlands, Ivy League USA 

 
 BOOK A FREE OF COST INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH US 

Click the link:  https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg to register for an offline/online session 

https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg
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               Program Information 

               

                 Catalyst Learning Services 

Mathematical Foundation for Social 

Sciences course helps students of Class IX/X/XI/

XII or UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/UG-4/UG-5/PG-1/PG-2 

or Graduates/Post-Graduates, Working           

Professionals gain a good foundation in basic 

mathematical skills for research and other     

activities. This course aims to help students and 

aspirants of social sciences, liberal arts and    

humanities to develop the ability to analyse and 

reason mathematically, to model situations and 

problems and to be able to present and       

communicate their analysis effectively.  

Keeping in mind that all of us are pressed with 

time, our training is delivered in a flexible     

blended learning mode of offline and online 

ADVISING RESOURCES AND SUPPORT 

As you get trained, you will have at your 

disposal an extensive menu of academic 

advising resources, including faculty and 

administrators, advising events,               

program-specific sessions, and online       

resources. Ultimately, you will be the best 

judge of which courses and opportunities 

make the most sense for your unique      

interests and objectives; we provide the 

support and guidance to help you make the 

most informed decisions.  

What You’ll Learn 

You will be introduced to the skills of expressing mathematical 
ideas using the language of sets, logically analyzing arguments 
and their validity, processing and interpreting data, and using 
probability to handle the inherent randomness of our world. 
Modules dedicated to symmetry, perspective and art will   
enable you to reason, model and evaluate everyday situations.  

What Sets Us Apart 

The course framework has a gentle and non-calculus based 
treatment of the topics. Real-life examples via fieldwork, data, 
numerous visual aids, plethora of solved examples and         
exercises with hands on experience enhances the application 
of your theoretical knowledge. 

Curriculum Overview 

 Understanding “Why We Want to Solve It?” 

 Sets 

 Logic and Reasoning 

 Data Analysis and Modelling 

 Probability 

 Symmetry 

 Art and Mathematics 

 Presenting & Publishing ‘Data’ to the ‘Public’ 
 
 
Fieldwork Overview 
Primary Data Collection and Analysis, Presenting and           
Publishing Data, Project Opportunities 
 
Course Schedule (2—4 Months) 

 Program for Class IX/X/XI/XII or UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/UG-4/
UG-5/PG-1/PG-2 or Graduates/Post-Graduates, Working           
Professionals  

 4—8 offline or online classes per month  

 Compact cohorts of strength 15-20 

 Flexible and balanced schedule with weekend and        
evening sessions and extra sessions during holidays  

 
Learning Outcomes 

 School students will get a boost to their quantitative    
aptitude that will help them to do better in school and 
board exams as well as gain clarity about their career path 

 Research and analytical way of thinking is a very lucrative 
skill in the global job market 

 Class XI-XII students can upgrade to the BLSS course 

 College students or graduates or working professionals 
can upgrade to the MSS course 

 
 BOOK A FREE OF COST INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH US 

Mathematical Foundation for Social Sciences (MFSS) 

Click the link:  https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg to register for an offline/online session 

https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg
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               Program Information 

               

                 Catalyst Learning Services 

Application & Post-

Entrance Test Support  helps 

students of Class XI/XII or UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/UG-

4/UG-5/PG-1/PG-2 or Graduates/Post-

Graduates, Working Professionals with the best 

practices of filling up application forms, framing 

application essays, statement of purposes,     

application planning, exhaustive preparation for 

interviews on any intermediate written tests 

post the preliminary entrance. 

ADVISING RESOURCES AND SUPPORT 

As you get trained, you will have at your 

disposal an extensive menu of academic 

advising resources, including faculty and 

administrators, advising events,               

program-specific sessions, and online       

resources. Ultimately, you will be the best 

judge of which courses and opportunities 

make the most sense for your unique      

interests and objectives; we provide the 

support and guidance to help you make the 

most informed decisions.  

What You’ll Learn 

Our team of mentors will guide you on effective ways of     
expanding your CV by engaging with projects that will boost 
your exposure aligned with your career aspiration along with 
scientifically proven ways of drafting application essays,      
enhancing course specific knowledge and gearing up well for 
the interviews 

What Sets Us Apart 

Fieldwork, Fieldwork. Fieldwork. Yes, every social science   
institute in this world is looking for candidates who are already 
initiated and are pro-active to immerse themselves in a     
functional educational program. Further, Catalysts robust   
network of alumni at various institutes adds more clarity to 
the framework of admission screenings. 

Curriculum Overview 

 Fieldwork and Project Support (Offline/Online) 

 TISS Pre-Interview Test Comprehensive Support 

 Application form filling up support 

 Admission Important Dates Alerts 

 Application Essay Guidance and Feedback 

 Interview Training 

 Course Specific Support Across all Disciplines of Social    
Sciences 
 
Fieldwork Overview 
Fieldwork Practicum exposes students to real-time work by 
enhancing their exposure in volunteering-internships with 
NGOs, MNCs, PSUs, project ideation-leadership, social science 
survey-research, participation in seminars and conference that 
add value to their profiles for applications 
 
Course Schedule (1—3 Months) 

 Program for Class IX/X/XI/XII or UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/UG-4/
UG-5/PG-1/PG-2 or Graduates/Post-Graduates, Working           
Professionals  

 4—8 offline or online classes per month  

 Compact cohorts of strength 15-20 

 Flexible and balanced schedule with weekend and        
evening sessions and extra sessions during holidays  

 
Institute Spectrum (indicative based on our student records) 
TISS, JNU, TERI, NLSIU, Azim Premji University, IIT, Nirmala 
Niketan, Symbiosis, Delhi University, London School of      
Economics and Political Science, Sciences Po Paris,  Christ 
University, Ambedkar University, King’s College London,    
Oxford  University, University of Tilberg Netherlands, Ivy 
League USA 

 
 

BOOK A FREE OF COST INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH US 

Mathematical Foundation for Social Sciences (MFSS) Application & Post-Entrance Test Support (APETS) 

Click the link:  https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg to register for an offline/online session 

https://zfrmz.com/UHXjVEDTnMvX4iwSK4Bg
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CAREER SNAPSHOTS 

             400+ 
Aspirants from Catalyst selected for  
Bachelors and Masters programs at 
social science institutions in India, 
France, UK, US, Germany 

INR 6 Lakhs - 23 Lakhs 
Median salary offered to graduates 
from TISS, TERI, IIT, NLSIU, DSSW, 
Azim Premji University, LSE, IRMA, 
XISS, Sciences Po 

Masters, PhD, UPSC 
The multi-disciplinary courses in            
social sciences with strong fieldwork 
and research exposure allows both 
horizontal and vertical growth 

    WHO STUDIES AT CATALYST 
 CLASS IX-X, XI-XII HUMANITIES, SCIENCE, COMMERCE STUDENTS 
 UG-1/UG-2/UG-3/UG-4/UG-5/Completed UG IN HUMANITIES & ARTS, SCIENCE,       

COMMERCE, ENGINEERING, MEDICAL, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, LAW 
 PG-1/PG-2/Completed PG IN HUMANITIES & ARTS, SCIENCE, COMMERCE,  MBA 
 PROFESSIONALS WITH 1 - 3 YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE 
 ANYONE WHO WANTS A CAREER SHIFT TO SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

WHERE OUR STUDENTS GO 

 HIGHER EDUCATION  

 CSR SECTOR WITH MULTINATIONALS 

 NON-PROFITS 

 NGOS 

 GOVERNMENT 

 HEALTHCARE 

 CONSULTING 

 MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY 

 

WHAT OUR STUDENTS DO 

 ADMINISTRATION/MANAGEMENT 

 DATA ANALYSIS/RESEARCH 

 COUNSELING/HUMAN SERVICES 

 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 ADVOCACY/COMMUNICATIONS 

 TECHNOLOGY/PRODUCTION 

 DEVELOPMENT/FUNDRAISING 

 TEACHING AND TRAINING 
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             CATALYST IN THE NEWS 
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Let’s 
Connect! 

8 KEYATALA ROAD 
SOUTHERN AVENUE 
KOLKATA - 700029 
+919874710395 
+919874255585 
catlearnserv.com 
support@catlearnserv.com 
 

http://www.catlearnserv.com
mailto:support@catlearnserv.com

